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Abstract. Recently, there is a surge of research on aspect mining, where
the goal is to predict aspect ratings of shops with reviews and overall
ratings. Traditional methods assumed that aspect ratings in a speciﬁc
review text are of the same level, which equal to the corresponding overall rating. However, recent research reveals a diﬀerent phenomenon: there
is an obvious rating bias between aspect ratings and overall ratings.
Moreover, these methods usually analyze aspect ratings of reviews with
topic models at textual level, while totally ignore potentially structural
information among multiple entities (users, shops, reviews), which can
be captured by a Heterogeneous Information Network (HIN). In this
paper, we present a novel model integrating Topic model and HIN for
Aspect Mining with rating bias (called THAM). Firstly, a phrase-level
LDA model is designed to extract topic distributions of reviews by using
textual information. Secondly, making full use of structural information,
we constructs a topic propagation network, and propagate topic distributions in this heterogeneous network. Finally, by setting review as the
sharing factor, the two parts are integrated into a uniform optimization
framework. Experimental results on two real datasets demonstrate that
THAM achieves signiﬁcant performance improvement, compared to the
state of the arts.
Keywords: Aspect mining · Rating bias · Topic model ·
Topic propagation network · Heterogeneous information network
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Introduction

With the rapid development of E-commerce, a large number of opinion reviews
and ratings have been accumulated on the Web in the past decade [3,9,14].
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These reviews and ratings have played an important role which can not only help
people make more favorable purchase decisions, but also give valuable advice to
the shops [1,10]. For instance, users may pay attention to both of overall ratings
and reviews of a shop before making purchase decisions. The owner of a shop
can learn the positive and negative feedback embedded in users’ reviews as well.
In recent years, there is a surge of research on aspect mining and the main goal
of aspect mining is tox eﬀectively discover the aspect distribution and the aspect
ratings of entities [16]. To address this problem, the earlier studies prefer to take
advantage of Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (PLSA). For example, both
of Lu et al. [5] and Luo et al. [7] regarded reviews as several opinion phrases
and respectively designed two PLSA-based models. However, these two models
ignored the inﬂuence of ratings to reviews. Recently, many researchers [6,8,13,15]
took the inﬂuence of ratings into consideration and utilized Latent Dirichlet
Allocation (LDA) to describe the generation of reviews in details. Luo et al.
[6] paid attention to the latent distribution of overall ratings and designed an
LDA-based method for aspect rating prediction. Laddha et al. [2] integrated
both discriminative conditional random ﬁeld, regression, LDA to simultaneously
extract phrases and predict ratings.
Almost all models for aspect mining usually have a basic assumption that
the overall rating could be close to aspect ratings or the average score of aspect
ratings. Thus, these methods preferred to directly associate review phrases or
terms with the corresponding overall rating. However, recent research [4] found
an insightful observation that there is an obvious rating bias between overall
rating and aspect ratings. For example, in Dianping, the bias between overall
rating and Environment is often +0.54, while in TripAdvisor, the bias between
overall rating and Food is −0.09. This phenomenon indicates that review phrases
or terms are more likely rated by latent aspect ratings rather than overall rating. Furthermore, Li et al. [4] proposed the RABI model to handle aspect rating prediction considering rating bias. Although the RABI obtains performance
improvement on aspect rating prediction compared to previous models, there
are several weaknesses existing in RABI. On the one hand, this model is based
on PLSA without considering some other latent dependence, for example, the
topic of modiﬁer. This may restrict performance improvement. On the other
hand, in the RABI model, it assumes that overall rating is on the center of the
model, where it determines the reviews and aspects. Although this assumption
may simplify the model, it is a little against our common sense.
Besides, contemporary aspect mining methods all focus on making use of
textual information and overall rating, but ignore abundant structural information existing on review networks among the multi-typed entities, such as users,
shops, and reviews. However, these structural information may be useful for
aspect mining. For example, the reviews given by a user can describe his proﬁle
and the generation of a review is inﬂuenced by the quality of a shop as well as
the corresponding user proﬁle. In order to utilize the rich structural information
of these multi-typed entities (e.g., users, reviews, and shops) and the various
relations (e.g., writing and evaluating) among them, it is naturally to form the
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review network as a Heterogeneous Information Network (HIN) [11,12]. In a
review HIN, both of user proﬁle and shop proﬁle can be easily described by
propagating topic distribution of review texts to neighbour entities. Similarly,
the topic distribution of review texts can be inﬂuenced by the proﬁles of their
neighbour entities.
Motivated by these observations, we propose a novel method integrating
Topic model and Heterogeneous information network for Aspect Mining with
rating bias (THAM for short). To overcome the weaknesses of RABI [4] and
describe the process of generating reviews more reasonably, THAM designs a
LDA-based topic model at phrase-level to describe the generation of reviews
and mine the aspect rating distribution of each review text. In this topic model,
the modiﬁer term of a phrase is associated with the sampled aspect rating rather
than directly rated by overall rating because of the existing rating bias. Moreover, taking the abundant structural information into consideration, we propose a topic propagation network based on HIN to propagate topic distribution
among users, shops and reviews for keeping the consistency of topic distributions
of neighbour entities. Furthermore, in order to eﬀectively fuse textual information and structural information, we design a uniform optimization framework
through setting reviews as the sharing factor to integrate topic model and topic
propagation network. An iterative optimization algorithm is proposed for this
optimization framework.

2

Preliminary

Here we introduce the relevant concepts and the problem of aspect mining with
rating bias.
Review: A review d is the text to express the user’s opinion of a shop, and
there are |D| reviews in total.
Phrase: A phrase l = < h, m > consists of a head term h and its modiﬁer
term m, for example, < f ood, delicious >. There are |L| phrases in all.
Aspect/Topic: An aspect z is a speciﬁc topic of a shop. There are K
aspects/topics. Note that, “topic” and “aspect” are used interchangeable in this
paper.
Overall rating: An overall rating r is the quantiﬁed overall opinion of a
review d. There are R levels of overall ratings and R is usually 5.
Aspect rating: An aspect rating rs,z is a numerical rating on the aspect z
of the shop s. There are R levels of aspect ratings too.
Rating bias: The rating bias is the gap between the average of overall ratings
and the average of aspect ratings.
Heterogeneous information network: Heterogeneous information network (HIN) is a special information network containing multiple entities and
various relations [11]. For instance, the review network shown in left box of
Fig. 1 is such a network, which contains three types of entities: user (u), shop
(s), and review (d), and each edge represents a speciﬁc relation (e.g., “writing”
for u to d).
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Aspect rating prediction with rating bias: This problem is to predict
ratings on each aspect for each shop with the bias prior information. Given a set
of reviews D written by users U to evaluate shops S, the task is to identify the
aspect of each phrase and predict the aspect ratings of shops considering rating
bias.
Since aspect ratings are always missing in real applications but very valuable
to users and shops, aspect rating prediction is an eﬀective way to repair the missing information. Moreover, rating bias plays an signiﬁcant role to improve the
accuracy of aspect ratings [4]. Therefore, it is meaningful to study the problem
of aspect mining with rating bias.

3

The THAM Model

In this section, we propose the THAM model, which makes full use of textual
information and structural information for addressing the problem of aspect
identiﬁcation and aspect rating prediction with rating bias.

Fig. 1. The framework of THAM model. The dotted-line box is a network schema of
topic propagation network, and the solid-line box describes the phrase-rating LDA.

3.1

The Phrase-Rating LDA

Here we design the phrase-rating LDA to more eﬀectively learn topic distributions of reviews at textual level. In Fig. 2, both of aspect and aspect rating of a
review are assumed as latent factor respectively sampled by aspect distributions
and aspect rating distributions. Moreover, each review consists of several opinion phrases, in which head terms are generated by aspects while modiﬁer terms
are dependent on the sampled aspect ratings. Diﬀerent from related methods,
we consider the sampled aspect rating is associated with not only the observed
overall rating but also the corresponding rating bias. Obviously, rz , the sampled
aspect rating of modiﬁer term m, plays quite signiﬁcant role in this model. Taking rating bias into consideration, we make two basic assumptions about aspect
ratings. On the one hand, rz is sampled by the aspect rating distribution of d.
On the other hand, the mean of aspect rating distribution could be similar to
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Fig. 2. The graphical model of the phrase-rating LDA.

but not equal to overall rating r because of the rating bias. Therefore, we design
an aspect rating distribution ψ and regard that the Dirichlet prior parameter
for aspect rating distribution, π, is related to the overall rating r. Given the
observed overall rating r, the πr,k,rz is deﬁned as follows:
πr,k,rz = B(rz |ω(1 − r ), ω(r )),

(1)

where B(·) is the beta probability distribution, 0 < r < 1, 0 < rz < 1 respectively represents the small scaled value of r and rz , ω is the prior parameter.
By using Eq. 1, we cleverly utilize overall rating to constrain the corresponding
aspect rating distribution. Moreover, taking the rating bias into consideration,
we set the aspect z’s rating levels as {1 − bz , 2 − bz , ..., R − bz }.
Given a set of review texts and overall ratings, both of r and < h, m >
are the observed variable, α, β, γ, π are the Dirichlet prior parameters, and
the main latent parameters learnt are θ, ψ, φ, δ, z, and rz . Given the model
parameters and overall rating, the probability of observing the review text (i.e.,
the likelihood) is:

L1 = −log(
p(z|θd )p(rz |ψd,z )p(hl |φz )p(ml |δrz ,z )).
(2)
d

l

z

rz

We employ Gibbs sampling to estimate the posterior probability given the
observed phrases.
It is noteworthy that the phrase-rating LDA does not describe the dependence between aspect distribution θ and overall rating r, because the dependence
is closely associated with user proﬁle and shop proﬁle.
3.2

Topic Propagation on Review Network

In order to make full use of structural information for aspect mining, we design a
HIN-based topic propagation network shown in Fig. 3, to propagate topic distribution among neighbour entities so as to describe user proﬁle and shop proﬁle.
In the topic propagation network, the topic distribution of each entity should
be related to its neighbour entities. Furthermore, we constrain the topic propagation must under the same overall rating. This constraint is reasonable because
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Fig. 3. An example of topic propagation network and the topic propagation strategy.

the aspect distributions under diﬀerent overall ratings represent diﬀerent meanings. For instance, if a user gives high overall rating to a shop, he is likely to
write many positive phrases to describe the aspect he cares, and vice versa.
Therefore, given the topic distribution of a review p(z|d, r) where r is the
observed overall rating of the corresponding review d, we design the topic propagation strategy as shown in Fig. 3(b), and the topic distribution of a user u is
constructed by his/her reviews, denoted as:


p(z|u, r) =

p(z|du,r )p(du,r |Du,r ) =

du,r ∈D u,r


du,r ∈D u,r

p(z|du,r )
,
|Du,r |

(3)

where Du,r is the set of reviews under overall rating r belonging to user u,
|Du,r | is the number of these reviews. Similarly, the topic distribution for a shop
is constructed by its reviews, calculated by:
p(z|s, r) =



p(z|ds,r )p(ds,r |Ds,r ) =

ds,r ∈D s,r


ds,r ∈D s,r

p(z|ds,r )
,
|Ds,r |

(4)

where Ds,r is the set of reviews under overall rating r belonging to shop s, |Ds,r |
is the number of these reviews.
Furthermore, the review d should have similar topic distribution with its
author u and its shop s. Therefore, aiming at obtaining eﬀective topic distribution of reviews, we design two functions, one of which is to calculate the
similarity of d and u, and the other is to calculate the similarity of d and s. The
two functions are shown as follows:
1 
2
[p(z|d, r) − p(z|ud , r)] ,
(5)
L2 =
2
z
d
1 
2
L3 =
[p(z|d, r) − p(z|sd , r)] ,
(6)
2
z
d

where ud is the user who writes the review d and sd is the shop whom the review
d evaluates.
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Uniform Optimization Framework

To make full use of textual information and structural information at the same
time, the THAM model incorporates the topic model and the topic propagation
into a uniform optimization framework.
In this framework, we consider the review d as the sharing factor, which
plays signiﬁcant role not only in topic propagation but also in topic modelling.
To ensure the optimization process of the model, we design a combined loss
function here:
λ
(7)
Loss = L1 + (L2 + L3 ),
2
where λ ≥ 0 is to control the balance between topic modelling and topic propagation. Obviously, if λ = 0, we only take into account the loss of phrase-rating
LDA. With the increase of λ, the loss from topic propagation will be paid more
and more attention.
There are two main steps for learning the algorithm. In topic modelling, we
sample the distribution of reviews on phrase-rating LDA to reduce L1 where
L2 and L3 are ﬁxed. In topic propagation, we get rid of the Newton-Raphson

t)
updating formula, which decreases function f (x) by updating xt+1 = xt −ξ ff(x
(xt ) ,
to decrease L2 and L3 . p(z|d, r) in topic propagation is updated by:
ξ
p(z|d, r)t+1 = (1 − ξ)p(z|d, r)t + (p(z|ud , r)t + p(z|sd , r)t ),
2

(8)

where ξ is a step parameter. Then, the corresponding topic distribution of ud
and sd can also be updated by in Eqs. (3) and (4) respectively. In this step, we
also take L1 into consideration because the updated p(z|d, r) (i.e., θ) can also
inﬂuence the value of L1 .
3.4

Aspect Identiﬁcation and Rating Prediction

Based on the obtained aspect-head distribution φ and aspect-modiﬁer distribution δ, we can identify the aspect which phrase l = < h, m > should be assigned
to by using Eq. (9):

δrz ,z ,m φz ,h ,
(9)
g(l) = argmax
z

rz

and the corresponding rating of l is:

δrz ,z,m φz,h rz
rl = rz
,
rz δrz ,z,m φz,h

(10)

where z = g(l). And the predicted aspect rating of each shop is calculated by:


ψd,z,rz rz
d∈D s

rz
rs,z =
,
(11)
d∈D s
rz ψd,z,rz
where rs,z is the rating on aspect k of shop s, Ds is the set of reviews of shop s.
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Experiments
Dataset

There are two real datasets in diﬀerent languages for conducting experiments:
Dianping in Chinese [4] and TripAdvisor in English. The review information
in Dianping dataset consists of a Chinese review text and three aspect ratings
on Taste, Service, and Environment. Similarly, the TripAdvisor dataset crawled
from the TripAdvisor website, is a set of English reviews and each review includes
English comments, an overall rating and three aspect ratings on Value, Service,
and Food. In addition, the range of ratings in the two datasets are in [1, 5]. The
statistics of the two datasets are shown in Table 1. Note that, b1 , b2 , and b3
respectively represents the rating bias of Taste, Service and Environment (on
Dianping) or Value, Service, and Food (on TripAdvisor).
4.2

Preparation

To obtain phrases from reviews, the dataset is preprocessed via the process
similar to that in RABI [4] Besides, the number of aspects K is set as 3 for both
of Dianping and TripAdvisor. The prior parameters α, β, and γ in the phraserating LDA are set as 50/K, 0.01, 0.01 respectively. ω is set as 2.5 and ξ is set as
0.1. The max iteration is 1000. The controlling parameter λ is adjusted to 9000
on both the two datasets by parameter analysis.
Since the performance of an aspect mining method may be aﬀected by the size
of the training dataset [4], we sample four subsets for Dianping and TripAdvisor
with diﬀerent scales of reviews (i.e., 25%, 50%, 75%, 100% of review data). To
ensure that the latent aspects correspond to the given aspects, we also select
several head terms as prior for each latent aspect.
We select Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) and Pearson Correlation Coefﬁcient (PCC) as evaluation metrics. RMSE is to measure the average diﬀerence
between real ratings and predicted ratings on all aspects. The smaller the value
of RMSE, the better the algorithm performs. Considering that rating prediction
are often used for ranking-based recommendation, we also measure the linear
relation of the predicted results and the real results by the PCC metric. The
larger value of PCC represents the better performance.
4.3

Comparison Methods

To demonstrate the eﬀectiveness of THAM model, four representative methods, including QPLSA [7], SATM [13], AIR [3], and RABI [4], are adopted
Table 1. The statistic information of Dianping and TripAdvisor
Dataset
Dianping

# Users # Shops # Reviews # Phrases Avg. Overall
Rating

b1

b2

b3

14519

1097

216291

696608

3.97

+0.28 +0.48 +0.54

TripAdvisor 107368

5178

243186

2544148

4.10

+0.27 −0.05 −0.09
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for comparisons. Since neither QPLSA and SATM nor AIR takes into account
the rating bias, we adjust the results of the three baselines through subtracting/adding the rating bias for fair comparison and mark the adjusted method
with “*”.
Furthermore, in order to validate the eﬀectiveness of rating bias and structure
information, we also test three simpliﬁed versions of our THAM. First, we remove
the assumption of rating bias from THAM, and call this version THAM\B.
Second, we only use the textual information without topic propagation. We call
it THAM\H. Third, we remove both of rating bias and topic propagation form
THAM, and call this version THAM\HB.
Table 2. Top 10 rated phrases for diﬀerent aspects of the two datasets
Datasets

Aspects

Phrases (Ratings)

Dianping

Taste

great taste (4.35), good mouth-feel (3.61), delicious dish (3.54), suitable
price (3.52), delicious drink (3.33), good restaurant (3.28), high taste
(3.17), light ﬂavour (3.04), common ﬂavour (2.58), few dish (2.51)

Service

enjoyable service (3.95), enthusiastic service (3.92), comfortable service
(3.78), nice shop (3.72), delicious service (3.43), handsome waiter
(3.43), good impression (3.28), good attitude (3.25), cold waiter (1.95),
not enthusiastic service (1.85)

Environment elegant style (4.29), cheap price (4.08), nice inside (3.56), good feeling
(3.32), suitable position (3.32), easy to find (3.20), good traﬃc (3.09),
common environment (2.76), small room (2.31), unreasonable
design(2.05)
TripAdvisor Value

4.4

unbeatable price (4.48), best quality (4.19), cheap price (3.89),
reasonable price (3.57), pricey fare (3.44), great place (3.41), big price
(3.29), good place (3.29), good selection (3.20), poor value (1.81),

Service

fantastic waitress (4.12), friendly service (4.03), courteous waiter
(3.89), great experience (3.53), interesting waitress (3.18), good drink
(3.31), good meal (3.24), ﬁrst experience (3.09), slowest service (1.82),
disgusting service (1.57)

Food

amazing food (4.54), wholesome food (4.20), excellent dishes (4.03),
nice location (3.98), rich menu (3.31), good food (3.06), good
atmosphere (3.02), small dish (2.91), small restaurant (2.77), not
fresh dish (2.59)

Aspect Identiﬁcation

Since the opinion phrases are unlabelled, it is hard to quantitatively validate
the eﬀectiveness of aspect identiﬁcation. Therefore, we list some representative
rated phrases for each aspect on the two datasets respectively for illustration.
The most possible phrases for each aspect are automatically mined and shown in
Table 2. In addition, we rank these phrases by their ratings and the meaningless
phrases are marked in italic type.
Here we ﬁnd that most of the extracted phrases in both English and Chinese can accurately express users’ feelings about speciﬁc aspects and these frequent opinion phrases are eﬀectively assigned to the related aspects which they
describe. On the one hand, the head term of a phrase can indicate the aspect
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which the user describes, such as “mouth-feel” for taste and “room” for environment. On the other hand, a positive modiﬁer term can express a positive evaluation while a negative modiﬁer term may indicate a lower rating. It is obvious
that some phrases with positive modiﬁer terms, like “great” and “unbeatable”
can get high ratings while those with negative modiﬁer terms, like “poor” and
“slowest” get the lowest ratings.
4.5

Eﬀectiveness Experiments

In this section, we present the results of predicted aspect ratings on reviews with
overall ratings and measure the performances of the diﬀerent methods in terms
of RMSE and PCC. In addition, each method here is run ten times and the
average results (RMSE and PCC) are recorded in Tables 3 and 4 respectively.
RMSE Performance. To evaluate the accuracy of these methods on predicting
aspect ratings, we calculate all RMSE values of these results. As is shown in
Table 3, we can clearly ﬁnd the following observations:
Table 3. RMSE performances of diﬀerent methods on two datasets.
Dataset
25 %

Dianping
50 %
75 %

100 %

25 %

TripAdvisor
50 %
75 %

100 %

QPLSA

0.5806

0.5750

0.5724

0.5705

0.5805

0.4628

0.4005

0.3876

QPLSA*

0.3639

0.3518

0.3483

0.3460

0.5798

0.4486

0.3944

0.3833

SATM

0.5783

0.5754

0.5698

0.5601

0.6101

0.4886

0.4203

0.4064

SATM*

0.3818

0.3783

0.3704

0.3642

0.6012

0.4737

0.4136

0.3822

AIR

0.5369

0.5307

0.5157

0.5112

0.6517

0.5572

0.4778

0.4408

AIR*

0.3363

0.3207

0.3055

0.3034

0.6446

0.5475

0.4546

0.4380

RABI

0.3228

0.3150

0.3024

0.2951

0.5286

0.4388

0.3771

0.3695

THAM\HB 0.5064

0.4910

0.4873

0.4855

0.5027

0.4128

0.3614

0.3247

THAM\H

0.3089

0.2897

0.2833

0.2798

0.4920

0.4024 0.3477

0.3191

THAM\B

0.5060

0.4906

0.4869

0.4843

0.4985

0.4160

0.3261

THAM

0.3078 0.2891 0.2822 0.2789 0.4889 0.4048

0.3610

0.3475 0.3101

Compared with baselines, our THAM achieves the best performances on
all subsets. There are two main advantages of our THAM. On the one hand,
we utilize the bias prior information more eﬀectively by designing a reasonable
LDA-based topic model, and this topic model can overcome the weaknesses of
RABI. On the other hand, we take into account not only textual information
but also structural information contained in the review network, while all of
baselines only focus on review texts and ratings. Comparing THAM with its
variant versions, we ﬁnd that THAM performs the best on most situations.
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We can make two main conclusions as follows: (1) Bias prior information is
eﬀectively utilized in THAM, by comparing THAM and THAM\B; (2) The topic
propagation strategy can improve the performance of our method, by comparing
THAM and THAM\H.
Table 4. PCC performances of diﬀerent methods on two datasets.
Dataset
25 %

Dianping
50 %
75 %

100 %

25 %

TripAdvisor
50 %
75 %

100 %

QPLSA

0.5689

0.5766

0.5752

0.5837

0.5715

0.5855

0.5860

0.5918

SATM

0.3503

0.3656

0.3735

0.3984

0.5535

0.5919

0.6279

0.6471

AIR

0.5670

0.5707

0.5875

0.5949

0.6643

0.6667

0.6979

0.7218

RABI

0.6130

0.6245

0.6378

0.6398

0.6582

0.6621

0.6740

0.6801

THAM\H 0.6691

0.6956

0.6999

0.7060

0.7563

0.7696 0.7901

0.8030

THAM

0.6721 0.6971 0.7031 0.7093 0.7594 0.7665

0.7907 0.8075

PCC Performance. To evaluate the ability of these models to maintain relative
order among shops, we also calculate all PCC performance of these models on
datasets, and show the results in Table 4. Because rating bias rarely aﬀects the
order of shops, we only compare these original methods and our THAM\H,
THAM.
As is shown in Table 4, obviously, the proposed THAM obtains the best
performances on almost all datasets than other baselines. We can also observe
that RABI performs better than AIR on Dianping dataset while AIR does better
than RABI on TripAdvisor dataset. These observations once again validate that
THAM is stable and robust enough to predict aspect ratings of shops. Therefore,
THAM is proved as a better choice when recommending Top-N aspect ranking
orders than other baselines.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed THAM to integrate topic model and heterogeneous information network for aspect mining with rating bias. Taking advantage
of both textual and structural information, THAM designs a phrase-level LDA
model and the topic propagation strategy for aspect mining. In order to integrate
the two parts for optimization, THAM sets the reviews as the sharing factor and
proposes a uniform iterative optimization model. By comparing the performances
of baselines, THAM performs better on the two datasets for aspect mining. In
the future, we can make use of heterogeneous information network more eﬀectively for aspect mining by taking the user attributes and shop attributes into
consideration.
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